Company Profile

Industry Sector: Medical Device, Protective Equipment

Company Overview: Alba-Technic, LLC is committed to developing shock absorbing technologies and incorporating them into products for personal protective products. Our products provide maximum performance, while maintaining style and comfort.

Target Market(s): Hospitals, clinics and nursing home facilities, senior living communities, athletic associations and leagues, youth, high school and collegiate sports programs.

Key Value Drivers

Technology*: A patented, shock absorbing material with an outer layer that diverts the energy from a fall or hit. The material is normally soft and compliant, but upon impact, the outer layer changes into a hard shell to spread the energy across an inner honeycomb layer thus protecting the user from injury.

Competitive Advantage: Our technology has tunable performance; it is low profile, attractive, flexible and lightweight.

Plan & Strategy: Licensing agreements, after initial successful pilots at KOL's.

Management

Leadership: Jim Ferguson, Founder & CEO
Helen Loos, RPh., Chairperson

Scientific Advisory Board:
Vincent Caccese Ph.D., P.E., Professor of Engineering, University of Maine
Steven Castle, M.D., Professor of Geriatric Medicine, UCLA School of Medicine; Associate Director, Clinical Geriatrics, VA Greater Los Angeles
Eric Mitchell, M.D., MA FACPE, CPE
Jop Blom, Ph.D., PT, MTC, CMP
Michael Lucas, Risk Management and Insurance Advisor.

Product Pipeline

1. Pipeline One: SMARTY® headgear made with patented shock absorbing material.

2. Pipeline Two: Hip Protector, made with patented shock absorbing material.

3. Pipeline Three: Personal Protective Products including helmet liners and body armor made with patented shock absorbing material.